
To disseminate a summary of the learning we have taken from the 

last two years as a YJB Pathfinder and hear from key stakeholders

Child-First Diversion  
in Practice:  
Lancashire Webinar



Objectives: To hear from partners on the importance of 

multi- agency working for an effective Diversion 

service

To circulate the findings of the UCLan Evaluation of 

Lancashire's Child-First Diversion service.

To share best practice and resources to establish 

and maintain an effective Diversion service



ROUNDUP

12:25-12:30

WELCOME & 

HOUSEKEEPING

09:30-09:35

PARTNERSHIP  

WORKING

09:45-10:45

CF DIVERSION 

SCENE SETTING

10:45-11:05

UCLAN

EVALUATION

11:15-12:00

RESOURCE

DISSEMINATION

12:00-12:25

BREAK
11:05-11:15

WARM UP

09:35-09:45



Interactive  

Session

What do you 

consider to be 

the definition of 

Child First?
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Code: 1662 4630



Y o u t h Justice Board 

4 Tenets

See children as children

Their needs, capacities, rights 

and potential

Collaboration with children

Active participation, engagement 

and wider social inclusion.

All work is constructive and

future-focused, built on supportive 

relationships.

Promote Diversion

Divert children away

from the formal criminal 

justice system



Interactive  

Session

What do you 

consider to be 

the definition of 

diversion?

Menti.com 

Code: 1662 4630



YJB

Diversion is where children with a linked offence receive an alternative outcome

that does not result in a criminal record, avoids escalation into the formal youth

justice system and associated stigmatisation. This may involve the YJS

delivering support / intervention that may or may not be voluntary and/or

signposting children (and parent/carers) into relevant services. All support

should be proportionate, aimed at addressing unmet needs and supporting

prosocial life choices.

How is'Diversion',  
defined by
respected organisations?



Consistency is Key!



Part 1:
Partnership Working
A joined-up approach across services & across Lancashire

Obj: To hear from partners on the importance of multi-agency working for 

an effective Diversion service



Lesley Miller

Head of Criminal Justice - Lancashire Constabulary

Hannah Blow er

Team Manager Lancashire CYJS

Lisa Morgan
Police Officer - Blackburn with Darwen and 
Lancashire Youth Justice services

Sarah Callon
Senior Manager - Lancashire CYJS (previously: Service 
Manager - Blackpool Youth JusticeService)

Russ Lamping
Police Officer - Lancashire Child and Youth Justice services

Lancashire  Constabulary and CYJS joint working-

Diversion referral flow-chart





Dave Oldfield
Chief Inspector –Lancashire Violence Reduction Network 
Operational Lead

Lancashire VRN

























Dave Clarke
DIVERTLancashire Programme Manager

Harrison Astin
DIVERT Youth Coach - Preston North End F.C  
Community and Education Trust

DIVERT Youth











Panel Q&A Session
Lesley Miller
Head of Criminal Justice- Lancashire Constabulary

Dave Oldfield
Chief Inspector–Lancashire ViolenceReduction 
Network Operational Lead

Hannah Blower
Team Manager Lancashire CYJS

Harrison Astin
DIVERT Youth Coach - Preston North End F.C  
Community and Education Trust

Dave Clarke
DIVERT Lancashire Programme Manager

Sarah Callon
Senior Manager - Lancashire CYJS (previously: Service 
Manager - Blackpool Youth Justice Service)

Lisa Morgan
PoliceOfficer - Blackburn with Darwen and 
Lancashire Youth Justice services

Russ Lamping  
Police Officer
Lancashire Child and Youth Justiceservice



Part 2:
CF Diversion  
Scene Setting
Obj: To understand how Lancashire's Child-First Diversion Service

works in Practice



Launch:
October 1st 2019



Evidence included work from Case  

and Haines(PositiveYouth Justice), 

McAra and McVie (The Edinburgh  

Study on Youth Trajectories, The  

Impactof System Contacton  

Patternsof Desistance from  

Offending, The Case for Diversion  

and Minimum Necessary  

Intervention)and Bateman (The  

State of Youth Justice)

We also consulted evidence from the  

Centre for Justice Innovation which  

highlighted the risk of “net-widening”

in Diversion schemes

Research:















Break 
10 mins



Part 3:
UCLan Evaluation
Obj: To circulate the findings of the UCLan Evaluation of 

Lancashire's Child-First Diversion service.



‘if you've been in trouble then they need their workers 
to help them about how to keep out trouble’

A Child First Pathfinder Evaluation– Lancashire Child 
and Youth Justice Service - Diversion and Alternative 

Out of Court Disposals 

John Wainwright, Rebecca Nowland, Zoe O’ Riordan and Cath Larkins



Co –Creation  and 
Acknowledgements

Children – Core

Children – Throughout

Lancashire Child and Youth Justice 
Service Managers and Staff

Participants – Parents, Victim and 
Police



Background

For details see: 
https://clok.uclan.ac.uk/35188/9/35188
%20crsw_ft_larkins_uploaded_231220.pdf

Basim: ‘When my grandma passed away … it felt like what is the point, like, bothering anymore?… it 
was like a massive void … getting up to stupid things, it kind of distracted me from that. I was 
getting involved in drugs. I was always getting in trouble with the police.’ 

Tafari: ‘Where I live … it’s not a good group. They’re, like, a bad influence…. My challenge is staying 
out of trouble.’ 

Pasir: ‘Every day. Every day’s a challenge…. You get some people, like one out of every hundred that 
manage to get out … they’ve moved out wherever and they’re in nice house, family and car, 
whatever. So, that is possible.’ 

Basim: ‘I don’t want my kid going through what I went through. I want to live in a cul-de-sac in a 
good area. … it’s a close community and that…. But it’s just not very positive because not many 
people are doing well.’ 

Pasir: ‘It’s going to be very difficult to change that if people have been not doing well for the last 25 
years, last 30 years, 40 years.’ 



Our Approach
Figure  1: Understanding the causal roots of experiences recounted in interviews/questionnaires



Figure 2: Childhood adversities seen across zones and 
across time



Limitations

• Covid

• Presence of workers

• Engaged children engaged 

with research too

• Limited numbers of 

responses to the 

questionnaire

BUT
•Critical voices were heard

•Accounts were given of the 
challenges faced

•The statistical data would need 
qualitative interpretation anyway 
– as self-perception can drop as a 
result of increased self-awareness 
through interventions



Aim
To explore the effectiveness of the Child First Diversion programme, from 
children’s perspectives, and through co-produced outcome measurements



Objectives

To understand the experiences of 
children who engage in these 

programmes and establish 
whether they believe it diverts 

and prevents them from 
offending or desisting from 

offending.   

To identify the various 
components of interventions and 
the relative impact they have on 

diverting children from 
offending.   

To compare the (non) 
interventions of the different 
programmes to establish the 

outcomes for children   

To identify best practice in 
Diversion interventions for 

children   

To establish the benefit, or 
otherwise, for crime prevention 

in the wider community   

To explore the efficacy of the 
CYJS’ screening tool and process.   



Methodology Participatory-Co-Creative

Appreciative Inquiry

Realistic Evaluation

A core group of four children currently using diversion services were then 
engaged and supported to have meaningful and active involvement role 
throughout the design, direction, focus and momentum of the co-
participatory research.     



Methods

Co-produced risk reduction/outcome 
measurement tool 

• Semi structured interview guides for use 
with children were developed, using the 
themes identified by the core group. 

• Semi structured interview guides for use 
with parents were developed, using the 
themes identified by the core group. 

Mobile methods were 
also introduced, to 

enable individual children 
to explore and share their 

world 

Core group children were 
invited to co-create a 
map with their CJYS 

worker of an important 
places and spaces

Data provided by CYJS 
alternative out of court 

disposals

Data was provided via a 
screening tool and focus 
groups with the police, 
child and family social 

workers and CYJS workers



Child Participants

Participants Male Female Subtotal of 

participants in each 

method

Stage of 

Evaluation

Core Group Children (Diversion service) 3 1 4 All stage

Children Interviews Diversion Service 8 2 10 Two

Children Interviews - Alternative Out of Court 

Disposals

2 3 5 Two

Children Undertaken Questionnaires-Diversion 

Service

8 (5 also did 

interview)

1 (also did 

interview)

9 (3 who had 

not been 

interviewed)

Two

Children Undertaken Questionnaire - Alternative 

Out of court

2 (also did 

interview)

1 (also did 

interview)

3 (all had been 

interviewed)

Two

Total Children 18 6 2216



Adult Participants

Parents’ Interview 1 3 4 Three

Victim 1 1 Two

Social Workers 

Focus Group

1 3 4 Three

CYJS Workers Focus Group 1 3 4 Three

Police Focus Groups 1 3 4 Three

CYJS Managers Interviews 2 2 Three

Total Professionals, Parents 

and Victim

4 15 19



Co-creation and Analysis

Core group of Children established the themes for 
interviews with wider cohort of children, and informed the 
development of, and evaluated the measurement tool

Reflexive process – informed analysis of narratives/ 
findings – revisited with core group – iterative

These themes – informed interviews and analysis with 
professionals, parents and victim

Walking tours and conversations informed by the themes 
of interviews one year on 



Development of the measurement tool

What is it like for children and young people where you live?

What would it look like if things were going well, and the future looked 
brighter?

What gets in the way of things going well for some young people – what are 
those clouds getting in the way?

How do you think we can measure how well CYJS workers and other 
professionals are helping?



Measurement tool Questions about CYJS worker and service

Life experiences based on themes (e.g. confidence, voice and 
influence, someone who cares)

Health and well-being measures – mental health 
empowerment, self-efficacy, positive peer influence

Perceptions of likelihood of getting in trouble in the future
and free text response questions



Findings from 
the children’s 
measurement 
tool



Children’s views of CYJ workers at the 
commencement of the programme (n = 7)



Children’s views of CYJ workers at follow up 
(~2 months, n = 5)



Measures

Changes in life experiences differ 
between children
Differences in health and well-being 
outcomes between children
Differences in perceptions that they 
would get into trouble in the future
Future use of the measurement will 
enable examination of how these relate
Evidence from free text responses that 
children become more self-aware of 
reasons for getting into trouble

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

http://www.thebluediamondgallery.com/wooden-tile/c/changes.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Internal and Proximal -
Home, friends and choices

Family issues – illness, disability, substance abuse, relationships, poverty, being in care:
‘I’ve gotta go out and get that money to help my mum’

‘I didn’t really care what they thought, so I was always doing what I wanted’
‘Parents don’t understand how kids think…Mum doesn’t understand how I think about school.’

Issues with friends – being led into trouble/getting into fights:
‘the group I was with used to, like, drink every day at that point, go out and drink every single day’

‘Me and two mates were throwing rocks at the glass on the train station’
‘I got in, like, with the wrong people’

Making poor decisions/reacting inappropriately:
‘the fire wasn’t actually intentional, so I did not…go into [place name] saying, I’m gonna do a fire or that, 

it just happened. So…I don’t think it was intentional, it was just a bit silly wasn’t it?’
‘it was more my idea than theirs. So…most of them weren’t to blame’



Where the children want to be: our goals

Changes to self/behaviour:

• ‘To learn from my mistakes’/knowing how to avoid trouble;
• No ‘drama and kick-offs’ at home;
• Pride in yourself;
• Knowing where you want to go: ‘You can’t control everything that happens in life, but you 

should have a plan for what you can control’;
• Not being known to the police.

Opportunities:

• Access to relevant education and training;
• Longer term: employment opportunities;
• Travel – ‘there’s an excitement to doing stuff that’s unplanned’.



CYJS response

Children felt they had support from workers in dealing with issues in the personal domain. They told us 
they had workers who:
o listen, are respectful, trustworthy, and empathic, and understanding how they feel without always 

having to be told
o helped them to learn how to deal with difficult feelings, and manage their friendships, making good 

choices in who to hang around with
o Helped them to build better relationships at home, acting as a bridge to their families when 

relationships were strained
o helped them to understand the consequences of offending:
‘because I've realized that like, all I'm doing now is ruining my, like chances that I have when I'm older, 

and [worker’s name]’s helped me realise that.’

They do this by engaging in shared activities, building relationships with families and being a mediator. 

They work out what help you need and give it to children, being aware that different children need 

different things, and drawing on wider resources where possible.



Children experiencing success

‘I feel happy because I feel like I have changed a lot, like, I’ve gone back to 
being, well, I’m not going fully back to like normal me before I went down the 
rebellious thing but, I’m now closer than ever I was.’

‘They really did develop me a lot to be fair and I’ve told [worker’s name] that. 

And I’ve asked [worker’s name] can we can keep in contact after my YOTs 

finished as well?’



Meso and Macro: Barriers to success

Lockdown limitations – stuck at home, isolated from friends, problems resulting from 
online communication, a trigger (loneliness followed by a burst of negative activity:

‘All my rebellious just happened at once, didn’t it? Like, it went bad, like fast, yeah?’
‘Maybe if lockdown hadn’t been there and we would have been able to still see each other and 

nothing would have been said on text or anything [I wouldn’t have got into a fight]’

Lack of leisure resources:
‘There's absolutely nothing to do. There's, there's nowhere to go. You know you haven't got no 
bowling or nothing here. You've got nothing to keep kids like not doing naughty things. There's 

nothing no activities or nothing’.

Social pressure (on- and off-line) – being drawn into drug and alcohol use, older 
adults getting children delivering drugs:
‘well, you know, them teenagers will be selling drugs or will be running for somebody else so 

they have to carry summat, do you know what I mean?’



Meso and Macro: 
Violence, conflict and poverty

Conflict between rival groups:
‘kids are just gonna walk in and they're going to see each other and it's gonna cause murder, cause 

they don't like each other’.
Fear of knife crime:
’Cause in [place name], there's like loads of young teenagers with knives now… it’s a bit to protect 

themselves, and it’s a bit, some people just do it for the fun of it…absolutely like to have knife fights 
and that. But then on the other hand, there's some people actually feel threatened and feel like 

they actually have to carry it to protect themselves’.
Intersectional social problems:
‘all these kids are wanting to sell and stuff, so most of them kids are coming from a bad home as 
well, d’you know…their mums’ partners are beating them…or their mums are on some stuff. You 
know, I mean, that makes them feel like they've got to go out and get the money for their mum’.



Further exploring the context of children’s lives –
violence, poverty and drugs

‘Because most people you don't realise…how much people like, as young kids we see…sometimes people can 
pull up in a car and someone might get stabbed. I've saw it, like. It was near my like cousin’s house and this 
guy just pulled up in the car and then some guy came running over, and because he had a big gold chain on, 
he's got a knife and he's tried robbing him for his chain and his car. And then he's pulled out, he's got away, 

and this Mercedes with no doors and that came flying down and tried ramming him.’

‘young people find it easy to sell drugs and they're like easily, like led into it…the things they hear about it 
and how much money it brings, but they don't see like the dangerous parts of it, like you can get stabbed for 

being on this area for selling.’

‘Sometimes I catch a bus to Preston. I go to Blackpool as well, with my mates. . .But, there are other kids 
there and they want to fight, to batter us so we need to run away.  Because I am small it is easy for me.’

‘ Loads of kids carry knives now . . it is a common thing . .just have to know to avoid them.’

‘So why don't we rob this person for that? And why don't we do this 'cause everyone had good stuff around 
us, we felt like. Well, why can't we have that? …Why can't we have what they have? So we felt like doing 

bad stuff would end up being good stuff in the end.’



Further exploring the context: Friendship and fun



Outcomes for children

Reentered CYJS? Total

Yes No

Received Diversion 

intervention

12 (22.6%) 41 (77.4%) 53 (63.1%)

Screened out to other services 3 (10.3%) 26 (89.7%) 29 (34.5%)

Screened out – no service 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 2 (2.4%)

15 (17.9%) 69 (82.1%)

Screening decisions and reoffending figures (all years – Nov 2019-Oct 2021)



The Screening Process:
Focus groups and Interviews

Child-centred approach
Indispensable resource for social 
workers
Frustration in information collection 
process

Information gathering
Timeline
Engagement of parents



Children who attended CYJS Diversion service said:

• Their CYJS workers understand and listen to them

• They help them to understand themselves and their situations better

• They help them to change aspects of their social and home lives that they 

are able to change

• They help them to avoid trouble

• They help them to manage their feelings

• They help them build better relationships with their families

• They connect them to education and training opportunities

• They work where possible, to ensure the child has someone to talk to once 

the CYJS is no longer involved with them

• Their inability to desist from offending was associated with their context, not 

their workers



Obj: To share best practice and resources to establish 

and maintain an effective Diversion service

Part 4:  
Resource 
Dissemination









when will the

resources going live 

on the hub

Resources contained in the document are

now being reviewed by the YJB and will be 

uploaded to the hub in due course

Interim UCLan Evaluation is already on the 

Resource hub and the Final Evaluation will 

be uploaded soon

Webinar Recording will also be uploaded to 

the resources hub so that you can recap and 

share with colleagues



Menti.com 

Code: 1662 4630

What are you 

excited to 

implement in 

practice following 

the session?



Objectives:
To hear from partners on the importance of 

multi- agency working for an effective Diversion 

service

To circulate the findings of the UCLan Evaluation of 

Lancashire's Child-First Diversion service.

To share best practice and resources to establish 

and maintain an effective Diversion service



WEBINAR
SUMMARY

✓ Resources: email will go out to all 
registered participants once resources 
are live on the hub

✓ Feedback: MS Teams Form in chat-box
✓ Webinar feedback - Lancashire's Child-First Diversion Pathfinder: dissemination and findings (office.com)

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=KEeHxuZx_kGp4S6MNndq2MDyJWDPOYBPorpb-ffe6YRUOVBENUg3UFZXTkU0SVE1Nk5KQzVWVVpVTi4u&wdLOR=c3C830E21-BF2F-4ECA-88DA-70AA599D5D65

